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This script will create a Set, change it to a Movie Clip Symbol, then resymbolize it. Think of a Set as an in-story object in Flash Animate. Symbolize it to get a movie clip. Let its symbolize mode automatically set itself. If you do this, be sure to include your characters and background, and have them
resize at the same time as the symbol does. http://www.blog.adobe.com/landing/adobe-studio-ps/flash-workflows-scripting-tutorial/ Adobe will continue to provide automatic updates to Flash Player that address newly released security vulnerabilities and other problems. You can learn more about

Adobe's security response and automatic update process in the Adobe security response web page . Adobe will continue to provide security updates to Flash Player 8 for our supported platforms (Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris), but these updates will not contain features or fixes that
enhance the security and stability of this version. Adobe's Flash Player distribution license restricts the use of Flash Player to secure and supported enterprise and test environments. Adobe will continue to distribute the adobeflashplayer.haxx.it file. Some of the Adobe products, such

as InDesign and Flash CS5 or Photoshop CS6 were included in the Customer Support Program (http://www.adobe.com/in/customer/support.html) and are still supported, but all the parts are supported with varying frequency. If you want to receive technical support from Adobe, you should register
through the Adobe® Customer Support program. For more information, refer to the link in the paragraph before this one. The remainder of this document will be for our readers who do not use the Customer Support program.
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